Appendix XIII. Hardware Pictures

Commonly Used Hardware

Joist Hangers – LU24, LU26, LU28, LU210

H-1 Hanger

1-1/2” Diaphragm Steel Panel Screw

1-1/4” Stitch Trim Screw

20d Nails

5” Ledgerlok

5/8” Bolt

12” LSTA Steel Strap

Uplift Plate
Outside Closures
Outside closures go beneath ridge caps on buildings with steel roofing. On buildings with a pitch break or change in pitch they go on top of the eave strut. On a monitor building they will go on top of the lower roof steel under the endwall flashing to the higher wall.

Vented Closures
Vented closures go beneath the ridge cap when the vented ridge option is purchased.

Inside Closures
Inside closures go on top of the eave strut or fascia boards for buildings with sidewall overhangs.

EM Seal
Used between valley flashing and roof steel as well as between roof steel and corner/rake trim on flying gables and widow’s peaks

Reflective Radiant Barrier